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30 of the biggest scams in modern history stacker
May 14 2024

learn about some of the most famous most ingenious and most destructive scams of the 20th and 21st centuries from ponzi to madoff you ll
read about swindles that changed america

the top scams of 2022 consumer advice
Apr 13 2024

check out the graphic for the top 5 scams of 2022 and read the ftc s data book for all the details including what happened in your state do
you think you lost money to a scam find out what to do next

think you know what the top scam of 2023 was take a guess
Mar 12 2024

imposter scams remained the top fraud category with reported losses of 2 7 billion these scams include people pretending to be your bank s
fraud department the government a relative in distress a well known business or a technical support expert investment scams

the trillion dollar grift inside the greatest scam of all time
Feb 11 2024

the trillion dollar grift inside the greatest scam of all time the pandemic relief was the biggest bailout in history and it opened the door to
wide scale fraud the likes of which no one had

11 of the greatest scams of all time curated by scam
Jan 10 2024

11 of the greatest scams of all time curated by scam goddess laci mosley the comedian and podcast host and bonafide scam expert shares
her favorite capers along with what makes them so irresistible read when you ve got time to spare comedian laci mosley might just change
the way you think about scams



top ten scams 2021 fraud
Dec 09 2023

2021 s top scam bogus prizes and sweepstakes fraud complaints about scams involving fake prizes bogus sweepstakes and free gifts were
the top complaint consumers reported to fraud org in 2021 in 2020 such complaints made up nearly a quarter 23 78 percent of the reports
we received

6 top scams you need to watch out for in 2024 aarp
Nov 08 2023

scammers are constantly evolving to take your money read our list of the latest scams going around to find out how you can protect
yourself

the latest scams you need to be aware of in 2024 experian
Oct 07 2023

many of the latest scams in 2024 are twists on existing scams here s what to look out for and steps you can take to protect yourself from
scams

the 12 latest scams you need to avoid 2024 aura
Sep 06 2023

fraud the 12 latest scams you need to avoid 2024 this year is shaping up to be one of the worst ever for online scams cybercrime and fraud
stay safe by knowing the latest scams making the rounds january 1 2024 by hari ravichandran reviewed by jory mackay

how to spot and avoid the top internet scams pcmag
Aug 05 2023

a scammer might know your bank that you re on vacation or the names of your friends and family and use that information to craft a more
convincing approach scammers will make use of whatever



5 biggest scams in history expressvpn blog
Jul 04 2023

the internet has paved the way for well known scams such as the nigerian prince or the wealthy widow benefactor as well as the recently
trending venmo and paypal scams and dating app crypto scams but people looking for creative methods of fraud had been a staple of
society well before computers were even a thing knowledge is power

scam fraud protection guide consumer reports
Jun 03 2023

use the cr scam protection guide to avoid the reach of sophisticated scammers who target you by text email social media qr codes atm
cards and more

7 of the greatest scams ever live science
May 02 2023

900 phone number scam you get a telephone call or a notice in the mail notifying you that you ve won a sweepstakes or a lottery but to
claim your prize you have to call a 1 900 toll number

common online scams and how to avoid them forbes advisor
Apr 01 2023

online dating scams and other devious digital rip offs stole nearly 1 billion from americans last year learn how to protect yourself from
online scams

explore 6 of history s most infamous scams and hoaxes
Feb 28 2023

explore 6 of history s most infamous scams and hoaxes long before april 1 became a day of harmless pranks these frauds famously rocked
economies prompted mass panic and fooled millions



10 most popular scams of 2021 did one of these get you
Jan 30 2023

1 online purchases most often fake websites often pets 2 phishing scams clicking on scam links can lead to malware imposter scams 3
employment scam job offers often work from home 4

9 of the biggest financial fraud cases in history u s news
Dec 29 2022

financial fraud is as prevalent today as it was over 100 years ago when the italian con artist charles ponzi was swindling investors out of
their fortunes in one of the earliest high profile

watch out for these top internet scams investopedia
Nov 27 2022

some of the most well known scams such as the nigerian letter scam continue to defraud thousands of people a year despite widespread
warnings if you think you ve been scammed change your

how to protect yourself from common scams consumer reports
Oct 27 2022

consumer reports shows you how to protect yourself from common scams including imposter employment online shopping sweepstakes and
investment schemes

check if a website is legitimate or scam scamvoid
Sep 25 2022

find out the trustworthiness value of a website powered by mywot so you can easily identify untrusted and potentially unsafe websites
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